RAV-247

Remote Analytic Video

The RAV-247 [Remote Analytic Video 24/7] combines
video analytics with physical sensors to provide unrivaled
flexibility, ease of use, and quality of coverage. The system
provides real-time feedback of events from your camera
locations by automatically sending informative text,
snapshots, and video clips when triggered by video
analytics and/or sensors, or by request. Messages can be
sent to any cell phone, smart phone, or computer capable
of receiving text messages or email.
The RAV-247 consists of a high quality outdoor control unit
and a fixed, pan/tilt/zoom, or thermal camera. The control
unit contains a sophisticated video analytics software suite
which allows the system to detect specific activities based
on camera and/or sensor inputs. Since all analytics
processing takes place directly on the control unit, detection
and notification is done quickly and without the necessity of
a high speed data connection. Flexible mounting and
power requirements make installations fast and easy.
Intelligent Video Analytics with
Optional External Sensors
Speed Detection, Vehicle Stopped / Timed
Parking, Directional Zone, Object Detection,
Multi-Zone
Alerts via Text Message, Email, or FTP
Customizable notifications sent to cell phones,
smart phones, tablets, or PCs
Flexible Connectivity
WiFi, Ethernet, or 3G/4G cellular connections
Easy to Install
Flexible mounting options indoor and outdoor
110~220VAC or 12VDC
Low Cost / High Quality
Cost effective security and intelligence
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Analytic Behaviors
Sensor Zoom

Directional Zone

Content Change

Additional Behaviors

Alerts are sent when vehicles
are detected travelling faster or
slower than the configured
limits.

Wireless sensors and video
analytics provide the ability to
monitor many areas with one
camera. When a trigger occurs,
RAV-247 will point and zoom
the camera to preset locations.

RAV-247 provides alerts when a
vehicle or person travels through
a zone in a specific direction.

Physical
Weight: 6 lbs
Dimensions: 12” x 10” x 6”
Rating: NEMA 4X / IP66
Material: Cast Aluminum
Mounting: Pole & Wall mount
Pole Mount: Up to 2 1/2” OD
Operating Temp: -10C - 50C
*Extended temperature options available

Security

WPA and WPA2 128 bit AES

Interfaces
Wireless Sensors
Wired Inputs/Outputs
Analog Video Output
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Areas are actively monitored and
alerts are sent if an object is
changed, removed, or added.
Areas can also be remotely
viewed at any time.

Specifications

Connectivity
2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz
Dual WiFi Interfaces
Access Point and Client Mode
LAN 10/100 Ethernet Port
Cellular Modem Interface
Wireless Relay Mode

Electrical
Input: 110~220VAC 50/60 Hz
Input: 12VDC - Battery Option
Power Consumption: 12 Watts
Solar option available
Video Storage
Months of local alert storage
8 GB for continuous recording
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Thermal Image

An alert is created when a vehicle or person remains in a zone
for a specified period of time.

Fixed Camera
Used for video analytics and watching specific
areas. Built in IR illuminator assists in viewing
during low light conditions.

Pan / Tilt / Zoom
Used with sensors or remote area monitoring to
provide wide area coverage. This camera
provides the ability to zoom to individuals, vehicles, license plates, and other items of interest.

Thermal Imager
Provides a clear image day or night. Perfect for
video analytics in complete darkness. Image is
produced by showing variations in heat and can
provide images in good weather and bad.
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